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 Q: C++ Class with no default constructor, is this a bad design? I have the following C++ class: class Dealing { public:
Dealing(void); Dealing(int, int); ~Dealing(); int getDealingNumber() { return m_dealerNumber; } int getTicketNumber() {

return m_ticketNumber; } private: int m_dealerNumber; int m_ticketNumber; }; Note that I didn't provide a default
constructor. Now, I'm wondering if this is a bad design? I know that it can easily be avoided by providing the default

constructor, but just having it will force the user to call at least one function before doing any operations on the object (I use this
as a simple unit test), thus I thought I should leave this class as it is. What do you think? Edit: To clarify, I'm not asking about

the issue of whether or not the default constructor should be provided. I'm talking about using a class with no default constructor
in this way: //Doesn't work Dealing d(1, 2); I'm using this design pattern to create a class that represents a dealing. Also, in the
future, I may provide a constructor to my class, so maybe in a future revision of the class I may add a constructor that doesn't

need any arguments. Edit2: I think what I was really asking was: If I have a class with no default constructor, I cannot instantiate
it. If this is the case, am I right in thinking that it's a bad design to try to instantiate a class with no default constructor, and if so,
what alternative ways are there to do this (i.e. creating a object of a class that I can manipulate with the help of other functions)?
A: A class with no default constructor doesn't work with most OOP languages, even if you allow implicit conversion to a simple
type (like int) for the sole purpose of instantiating it. No, it is not a bad design. A class which has a no-argument constructor is

more like a struct, except that the constructor can be overloaded 82157476af
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